Abstract-In order to guarantee both the efficiency and robustness in the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network, the paper designs a novel Super-node Overlay Based on Information Exchange called SOBIE. Differing from current structured and unstructured, or meshed and tree-like P2P overlay, the SOBIE is a whole new structure to improve the efficiency of searching in the P2P network. The main contributions are 1) to select the super-nodes by considering the aggregation of not only the delay, distance, but also the information exchange frequency, exchange time and query similarity especially; 2) to set a score mechanism to identify and prevent the free-riders. Meanwhile, the SOBIE also guarantees the matching between the physical network and logical network and has small-world characteristic to improve the efficiency. Large number of experiment results show the advantages of the SOBIE including high efficiency and robustness by such different factors as the query success rate, the average query hops, the total number of query messages, the coverage rate and system connectivity.
I. INTRODUCTION
P2P systems are designed for the sharing of computer resources (content, storage, CPU cycles) by direct exchange, rather than requiring the intermediation or support of a centralized server or authority [1] . P2P systems have internal dynamic that peers may dynamically join and leave the network. Every peer is connected virtually with other peers in the application layer of the network system structure so that all peers in the system compose a virtual network called overlay [2] .Although the virtual network is built on the physical network, and the former depends on the support of the latter, the building of the virtual network is independent on the physical network.
The researches on P2P systems mainly centralize on two sides [3] . One is how to build a network topology with scalability and robustness, while the other is how to present more effective and less cost searching algorithms. Although search algorithms are independent on the topology, a good topology will greatly improve the performance of the search algorithms. At present, the reseaches on the P2P topology mainly focus on applying the graph theory and complicated network theory (e.g. the small-world characteristic [4] , nodes group based on interests [5] or hierarchical structures with super-node and so on) to the P2P.
In order to secure both the efficiency and robustness of P2P network, this paper proposes a Super-node Overlay Based on Information Exchange (SOBIE). The main contributions of SOBIE are following: 1) Any node in each AS has a value called score. The score integrates the parameters including distance, delay, querying similarity, information exchanging frequency and time. The system selects the super-nodes based on the score value.
2) It sets a corresponding mechanism to identify and prevent the free-riders. Meanwhile, it guarantees the matching between the physical network and logical network by partitioning the Autonomous System (AS) based on topology and geography. Moreover, the SOBIE has small-world characteristic.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II deals with the related works. We present the overlay structure with different issues in section III. In section IV we show the performance analysis and simulation results of the SOBIE topology. Finally, conclusions are made in section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
With the applications of P2P systems, how to build a reasonable topology is more and more important. There are many different P2P overlays including structured and unstructured [6] .
Structured P2P overlays implement a distributed hash table (DHT) providing efficient mechanisms for storing and retrieving a data item based on an exact key. They have more scalability. However, they are unsuitable when the search key is similar, but not identical, to the key used to store the data item [7] . Moreover, in a decentralized structured network, the location of a peer in the overlay network is determined by the key space for which it is responsible. Thus It lacks adaptability and fault tolerance [8] . Most DHT-like structured P2P overlays do not consider the heterogeneity and the mismatching between physical and logical locations. Especially, if user machines are highly unreliable or join/leave the system frequently (i.e. churn), such a structured approach may introduce more management overheads, which will make the overlay be much fragile.
Unstructured P2P networks whose capability of adapting their behaviors dynamically can meet the changing specific needs of individual users in P2P system; and in addition will dramatically decrease the complexity and associated costs currently involved in the effective and reliable deployment of networks and communication services. Existing approaches to P2P applications can be divided into two general classes [9] : tree-based and meshbased. Mesh-based P2P systems (e.g. Gnutella 0.4 [10] ) typically use blind search methods like flooding that is very robust, flexible and easily supports partial-match and keyword queries. However, the large volume of query traffic generated by the flooding of messages limits the scalability and efficiency of this approach. Due to the single-parent nature, though there are many researches [11] hoping to improve the performance, tree-based overlay [12] is unbalanced and vulnerable to high "churn" rates of peers, since the departure of one peer affects all of its children.
In order to effectively solve above problems, P2P systems based on super-node are proposed by some researches [13] . The super-node based P2P systems such as KaZaA and eDonkey [14] which use a hierarchical approach to improve search efficiency. In hierarchical networks, nodes are partitioned into a set of logical groups (i.e. AS) by partitioning algorithms. Each AS selects a node which has more capability of performance such as CPU processing, memory, bandwidth and so on as the super-node. The other nodes are called ordinarynode. The super-node saves the information of the ordinary-nodes in the same AS and the super-node processes all requests instead of processing by the ordinary-nodes themselves. The searching messages are transmitted among the super-nodes which build a high speed transmitting layer. The P2P systems based on the super-node sufficiently consider the heterogeneity of networks, overcome the flooding searching problem as well as have the effectivity of centralized searching. So they improve the performance of P2P network and are broadly used in P2P networks. However there are also some problems including unreasonable super-node selection, single node failure, unmanching between physical and logical topology, and free-riding in the P2P systems based on the super-node.
The most typical applications of super-node P2P system are the Gnutella6.0 [15] and the KaZaA [14] . Gnutella6.0 presents two hierarchical structure including ultrapeer which is a super-node, and leaf-peer which is an ordinary-node. Gnutella6.0 proposes some standards for the selection of the ultrapeer including that the ulgrapeer can not be a firewall, and should be a suitable operating system with enough bandwidth and efficient update time. KaZaA classified nodes into super-nodes and ordinarynodes, and that is similar with the Gnutella6.0. Nodes which have better performances in connection, bandwidth and CPU processing are selected as super-nodes. There are other super-node selection methods. For example, super-nodes are selected randomly, it is simple but fails to process the heterogeneous of the nodes in physical capability and content similarity; the super-node selections based on flooding and random walk [16] are not suitable to the dynamic and scalability in P2P networks, which will lead great communication costs with the growing of networks' scales. Reference [17] proposes a dispersed self-managing super-node selection method based on the gossiping protocol, of which the heuristic and self-organizational gradient topology structure is the centric. Reference [18] selects the supernode based on the capability such as the nodes which have wider bandwidth, better computing capability,longer online time and hold the more load in the system. These current researches on the super-node selections are mainly some simple methods only considering nodes' static capabilities. But the dynamic of the node is an important characteristic in the P2P system. Moreover, most of above researches do not consider the free-riding problem which affects the efficiency and scalability of P2P systems very much when building the overlay topology structure. The free-riding nodes (i.e. freerider) are the nodes which selfishly consuming others' resources but not sharing own resources [19] . It is indicated that 70% nodes are free-ridding and 50% responses are returned by only 1% nodes in Gnutella. Aiming at the above described problems in current researches, this paper proposes the SOBIE which greatly considers the dynamical capability such as the information exchange time, the information exchange frequency and the query similarity as well as the distance among peers in the P2P network to make the super-node selection to be more reasonable. The SOBIE also considers the accordance between the physical topology and logical topology. At the same time the freeriders are identified and forcely quitted the network when forming the SOBIE topology. The simulation results show that the SOBIE topology improves the querying success rate, decreases the query hops and the query messages, has better robustness including the more stable coverage rate and system connectivity so as to improve the performance of P2P networks comparing with the random topology [20] and the standard super-node topology [21] .
III. FORMING THE SOBIE

A. Autonomous System Partition
All nodes in the P2P network based-on super-node group into different ASs by some standards. That is given n peers to build k ASs, which should satisfy the follow conditions: 1) each AS has at least one node; 2) each node must only belong to one AS. Reference [22] proposes a normal standard for a good AS partition. The standard is that nodes in the same AS should be near or content correlated to each other as much as possible. But peer maybe always search satisfying resources across AS frequently. So the cost is great especially greater when the distance between the ASs is far. Some researches group an AS based on the semantic and content similarity [23] . But the topology mismatching is the key problem to reduce the searching effectiveness for the P2P network. Since the P2P network is a heterogeneous and loose couple structure without centralized controller, nodes being adjacent in logical network may be far in physical network. As a result, the information exchanging and resource locating in same AS even suffer great network delay, at the same time, searching time across ASs is more.
To solve above problems, the paper groups the AS according to the geography. The nodes being nearby to each other are grouped in the same AS, and the near ASs in geography are adjacent. Each AS selects its own supernode. This method guarantees the distance between the super-node and the ordinary-nodes to be close and avoids ordinary-nodes to select the far super-node to affect the querying delay. The distance is just a important factor to affect the Quality of Service (QoS).
We assume that the nodes are connected into a same virtual space by the Internet. The key of our partition of ASs is to find the coordinate of each node on the virtual space. It is assumed that every node in the network has a delay threshold. When the node n selects an AS to join, the AS must satisfy a requirement that the delay between the node n and all other nodes in the AS should be less than the delay threshold. The delay threshold can be mapped to distance threshold, for example, 1 minute may equal to one distance unit. So the delay measured between the nodes i and j (Delay ij ) can be mapped to distance (Dist ij ) with the same ratio. In this way the coordinate of nodes is determined by the delay among the nodes, for example, the nearer nodes have lower delay than farther nodes. Thus, each node tries to connect with the nearer nodes in order to reduce the delay. This partition reflects a general hypothesis that the delay between the nearer nodes in physical is less. Fig.1 is an example to describe the partition process of ASs in detail.
The first node in the network is always the origin (0, 0). In Fig.1 , node o firstly joins the system, therefore the position of o is (0, 0). The next node is v and it chooses to be at (0, R ov ). In fact, node v can be at any location on the circumference of the circle whose center is (0, 0) and radius is R ov . The third node w can calculate its coordinate (x, y) by mapping the Delay wo and Delay wv to Dist wo and Dist wv . The new node calculates its coordinate by the distance, which is mapped from delay between the new node and the randomly selected three nodes in the virtual space. When the nodes in the virtual space are less than three, the new node calculates its coordinate by the delay between the new node and all nodes in the virtual space. The nodes group the AS by distance after calculating the coordinate. As shown in Fig.1 , there are already seven ASs in the virtual space. The nodes in the same AS are connected by the solid line. The node n indicated with gray solid dot firstly calculates its coordinate （x n ,y n ）by the random selected three nodes. Then it found that there are two ASs (AS 3 and AS 4 ) in which all nodes are within in its radius R n . So the node n has two candidate ASs to join. We define the Dist max to be the distance between the node n and the farthest node in the candidate AS. Computing all distances between the node n and all nodes in the AS 3 and AS 4 .The distances between the node n and the farthest node in the AS 3 ) of the node n, the node n joins the AS 4 , else it forms a new AS.
B. Information Exchange
When the information exchange begins between peer P i and P j , it is assumed that the query is sent from P i to P j . Then V(P i , P j ) in (1) denotes the P i 's evaluation to P j about the completion of the query.
In order to find the most likely peers to answer a given query we need a function Qsim to compute the similarity between different queries. denotes the time of information exchange between peer P i and P j . When the similarity between the different queries is the same, we can assume that the peer has more communication times in unit information exchange rather than in time joining the AS in order to decrease the percentage of the free-ridding nodes and prevent to mistake the nodes which just now join the AS and actively share resources as free-riding nodes because their whole information exchange times are less within the short time. Parameter α improves the power of similarity of queries. Since α is bigger, queries which are more satisfied are given a higher evaluation. That is, the more similar queries P j complete, the larger evaluation P i gives.
The cosine similarity in (2) between 2 vectors ( q and i q ) has been used extensively in information searches, and we use this function. In the cosine similarity model, the similarity Qsim of the two queries is simply the cosine of the angle between the two vectors. 
Thus, the score value of node P j is:
Where ( , )
i j ID P P is the inverse proportion function of the distance between peer P i and P j . The closer peers lie in geography, the bigger the function ID is. It improves the power of peers adjacent geographically in order to avoid influence of network congestion so as to decrease the delay. The nodes in the AS which exchange with others have score value. The more frequency the nodes exchange with other and the higher querying similarity the nodes provide, the high evaluation the nodes are obtained. If the evaluations of the nodes are equal, the nearer nodes in physical have the higher score, that is
C. The description of SOBIE Building
In the super-node based P2P system, unreasonable super-node selection will reduce the performance of the system so as to make the super-node selection be meaningless. Therefore, super-node selection must base on some strict standards and processes. The dispersion, dynamic and complexity of the P2P network make the super-node selection to have more challenge.
We propose a super-node selection method based on the information exchange in the SOBIE topology. The nodes sort by their scores in one AS. The node whose score is the highest is selected as the super-node, and two nodes which have the second and the third score are the backup nodes of the super-node. The one reason to use two backup nodes is avoiding the single node failure problem. The other will be given in the next section. The query request is forwarded among the super-nodes. The source super-node always tries to connect with the highest score super-node to transmit the query message. By the score, the system selects the super-nodes and identifies the free-riders. In order to complete tasks or forward searching requests, nodes will try to connect with those higher-score nodes.
Each super-node maintains a triple index , ,
FileID PeerID Score P < > to save the information of the ordinary-nodes in the same AS. Where the FileID is the ID of sharing file provided by the ordinary-node P i , the PeerID is the ID of the ordinary-node P i and Score(P i ) is the score value of the P i . Some parameters are defined as follows: Score , the node can be regarded as a free-rider which should be dropped out of the AS i .
• ( )
Nr i ：The set of nodes applying to join the AS i in the network.
• j Nr ：The node j applies to join the AS.
• 
D. The Structure of SOBIE
The structure of the SOBIE is shown in Fig. 3 Every layer includes many levels and ASs communicating to each other by ICs appearing in all ASs, levels and layers. Fig. 4 shows an example of one layerstructure, the edge q is one of the long-range contacts, and the edge p in AS is one of the local contacts. The long-range contacts and local contacts are presented in [24] to build small world network. Informally, a small world network can be viewed as a connected graph in which two randomly chosen nodes are connected by just about six degrees of separation. In other words, the average shortest distance between two randomly chosen nodes is approximately six hops. This property implies that one can locate information stored at any random node of a small world network by only a small number of link traversals. One important property of a small world network is the low average hop count between two randomly chosen nodes [25] . The average hop count is low in the SOBIE. For example, the AS 1 wants to visit the AS 5 such as the Fig .4 showing. In traditional, a peer in the AS 1 should firstly visit the node in the nearest neighbor AS such as AS 3 . Then the peer in the AS 3 will visit the relative nearer AS (e.g. AS 4 ). Finally, the peer in the AS 4 visits the AS 5 . So the AS 1 contacts the AS 5 by 3 hops. While in the SOBIE, AS 1 contacts the AS 5 by the long-range contacts p only one hop. So it will decrease the query hops when searching resource. The following simulations also validate this.
IV. SIMULATIONS AND EVALUATIONS
A. The Parameters of Simulation
We conducted our experiments on three P2P network topologies including the random topology, the standard super-node topology and the SOBIE topology. We apply the flooding search scheme to each topology to compare the performance of different P2P overlay topology.
Random topology: It is a random graph with different scales. The node degrees follow a power-law distribution: if one ranks all nodes from the most connected to the least connected, then the i th most connected node has i α ω neighbors, where ω is a constant. Many real-life P2P networks including real Internet network have topologies that are power-law random graphs [26] . Standard super-node topology [21] : It is a two-level hierarchy, consisting of a first level of interconnected peers called super-peers and a second level of so-called leaf nodes or ordinary peers, which are only connected to a single super-peer. In super-node topology, searches are flooded among super-peers. In the paper, the term "node" is used interchangeably with "peer". Each super-node has two backup nodes. The peers including super-node, its backups and normal peers form a cluster. We set the total number (c size ) in any cluster is c size ∈ [5, 15] .
Though there are many other unstructured searching algorithms, such as Iterative deepening [27] , Biased high degree [28] , Most results and Fewest result hops [16] etc., the flooding search method is very robust, flexible and easily supports partial-match and keyword queries. Considering all topologies being compared in our paper, it is rational that we just use flooding search algorithms to evaluate the performance of topologies.
Flooding algorithm: When a peer receives a search message, it both processes the message and forwards it to all of its neighbors in the overlay network. Each message is given a time-to-live value ttl, and search messages get flooded to every node within ttl hops of the source.
Studies have shown that Gnutella, Media and Web queries tend to follow Zipf-like distributions [29] . Thus, in our simulations, the number of each file follows a Zipflike distribution according to its popular rate. It is assumed that there are m original files. And if a file's popular rate is r, then we can get 1 r f r θ ∝ , where f r is the number of the file. Each file is replicated on nodes based on its popular rate. The more popular the file is, the more the file's number is. The query probability of the file also follows Zipf-like distribution according to its popular rate. The more popular the file is, the more the query probability of the file is.
We conducted our experiments on the three topologies with different node-number (i.e. N=500 and 2000) generated by using the GT-TTM library [30] . Files including the replica are all 4162 and are distributed to all nodes in the network. The experiments randomly select the node every time as the source of one query. We set the TTL (Time To Live) to be from 0 to 11. Detailed parameters are listed in table I.
The term network validity is used to describe how the node responses to and satisfies the query requests. We evaluate the network validity based on several factors including query success rate, query hops, query message number as well as the robustness.
B. Query Success Rate
We evaluate the query success rate of three topologies with different system scales by the flooding algorithm. Fig.5 shows the query success rate while TTL changes from 0 to 11 in different topologies. The x-axis is allowable the most hops to query and the y-axis is the query success rate in the limited hops. It is shown that the query success rate of SOBIE is always the highest in the two scale systems when the TTL is less than 2. Because that the SOBIE adopts three ICs which backup information of the level and layer nodes. When an IC initiates a query request, it queries the resources in its own AS or the neighbor ASs. If the TTL is less, it is very possible that the query can be satisfied in near ASs so that the success rate is possibly high. The experiment results proof this. It is still shown in Fig. 5 that the supper-node topology and the SOBIE topology nearly get up to a steady rate (100%) when the TTL is 4, but the random topology doesn't reach the rate (100%) until the TTL being 7.
C. Query Messages and Hops
The number of query messages is one factor of the evaluation of searching efficiency. The repeated messages across one node are less, the cost should be less. We compute the number of query messages in the random topology, the standard super-node topology and the SOBIE topology when applying the flooding search scheme under two system scales. Fig. 6 shows the number of query messages generated by a same query request in different topology. The x-axis is the same as that in Fig. 5 . The y-axis is the average query messages and is the logarithmic scale.
It is shown that the number of query messages in the random topology is the most, while it is the least in the SOBIE topology. In Fig. 5 , the query success rate of the super-node topology is higher than the SOBIE when the TTL is between the 2 and 5. However, as shown in Fig. 6 , the cost of the higher success rate is to generate more messages in the super-node topology. Therefore, we prefer to select the SOBIE which generates less query messages for searching files. In this way, SOBIE avoids to generate more messages to use more bandwidth so as to reduce the network load.
Query messages are more in the larger scale network such as Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) showing. But the trend of the change is similar. The number of query messages suddenly increases when the TTL is equal to 4 in the random topology. While that of the SOBIE gradually increases within the TTL changing from 0 to 4. The numbers of query messages in the SOBIE and super-node topology don't increase after the TTL is 4. Fig. 7 shows the average query hops when the query is satisfied in different topologies. The larger the number of hops is, the longer the query path is. Therefore, the query delay increases and the long path will cost more network resource too.
Comparing Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) , it is clear that the number of query hops increases along with the increasing of network scale. The random topology's number of query hops gets to a steady number when the TTL is 7. In the SOBIE, the number of query hops doesn't increase when the TTL is 4. Fig. 7 also shows that the number of query hops in the SOBIE is the least, while they are the most in the random topology. Therefore, we conclude that the query delay in the SOBIE is the least too. The simulation result accords with the theoretical analysis in the section III.D.
D. Robustness
In this section, we concentrate on discussing the performance of every topology when there are peers to leave system randomly. The original scale of the system is 2000. Fig. 8 shows the change of the query success rate in different topologies, where the x-axis is the ratio of the number of randomly leaving nodes to all nodes' number in the system.
It can be seen from the Fig. 8 that the query success rate in SOBIE is still very high when there are peers leaving. The query success rate is still more than 90% when there are 70% nodes leaving the system. While the query success rate in the random topology and supernode topology fast decreases along with the nodes leaving. The query success rate decreases to 50% below when there are less than 50% nodes leaving in the random topology and the standard super-node topology.
For efficiently evaluating the robustness of SOBIE, we define two performance parameters. They are the most coverage rate of nodes and the connectivity rate of the system.
It is defined that i is the query initiated by the i th node ( (
lose i N N rate ∈ − ), rate lose is the failure rate of the node, N is the system scale, n i is the number of the nodes visited by the i th query. In the system which allows adequate query hops (i.e. the query can visit all nodes connected with the source node directly or not), we define the most coverage rate of nodes is (4).
( ) ( ) 
While the connectivity rate of the system is: Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the changing of the most coverage rate and the connectivity rate of the system along with the leaving node rate increasing respectively.
The coverage rate and the system connectivity rate in SOBIE topology are still 100% even when there are 80% nodes leaving the system. The most coverage rate and the system connectivity rate have remarkable decrease after 90% nodes leave the system.
It is clear that the SOBIE topology has more robust than the other two. Because the system still has high query success rate, coverage rate and connectivity rate when there are some nodes leaving. These are the most important characteristics of the SOBIE. The experimental results are consistent with the conclusion in theory. The ICs back up and communicate to each other by the local contacts ASs and the long-range contacts ASs. The different function of ICs and the un-randomly chosen contacts make the SOBIE to be more robust and scalable.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The loose topology and the distribution of P2P systems result in the lower communication efficiency, limited throughout and scalability. In the unstructured P2P network, a reasonable topology can improve the searching efficiency, reduce the cost and utilize each peer effectively. This paper proposes a robust super-node based P2P overlay considering the information exchange, autonomous system partition and the free-ridding. The SOBIE improves the performance of the P2P network because of its scalability suitable for the heterogeneous network. The simulation results indicate that the SOBIE improved the query success rate, reduced the query hops and the number of query messages, and obtained the better robustness including the more stable coverage rate and system connectivity comparing with the random topology and the standard super-node topology.
